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Power Delay Profile Transformed Measure2. Measurement
Wireless signals 
exchanged between 
nodes over a reciprocal 
channel experience 

identical multipath fading.  This fading is in 
essence a modulation that conveys 
information about the state of the 
channel.

This information is extracted in the TR 
and channel-measurement sections, 
implemented with a 60!GHz transceiver, 
an FPGA, a digital oscilloscope, and a 
MacBook Pro running MATLAB.

Measures are then transformed into 
weights, which are demodulated by means 
of a variable constellation to generate 
binary data.
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Variable Constellation Data Extraction

4. Generated Data
In the representative figure, there are 80 sample points 
that yield a total of 640!b in a single time step. The 
symbols, each representing four bits, are as follows:

IJNMMIMM MMMIMMIE IIEEEAAA AAAADDDD
DDDDAADD DACCGGGG GKKKJJJA ANAAIIII
EEIEEEEE EBBEEBBB JJJJNNNJ JNNNJJNJ
JCCCBCCB BBBABBBA ABBAAAAA DDDDDDDD
HHHDDDDD DDDDDDDH LHHLLLLL LLKGDDHG

3. Constellation
A constellation is a mechanism to convert 
channel measurements into symbols using 
constellation regions.  Data symbols represent 
one or more bits which are combined to form a 

complete block to be used as a cryptographic key.

1. Introduction
Methods to generate private 
keys based on wireless channel 
characteristics have been 
proposed as an alternative to 
standard key-management schemes. 
We present an implementation of a 
system that generates private data for 
cryptographic and secure 
communications using channel 
impulse-response estimation.

Further, novel cognitive enhancements measure channel 
characteristics, to dynamically change transmission and 
reception parameters and estimate private key strength.

The demonstrated hardware is a partial implementation of a 
previously published, simulated generalized system.  The 
recent advance is an implementation of the original 
simulated front end with a millimeter-wave front end and 
channel impulse-response estimation system.

The Creation of Shared Cryptographic Keys through 
Channel Impulse Response Estimation at 60 GHz
Michael A. Forman and Derek Young
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA 94550 USA
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